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Clothing for Special Occasions 

Part 2 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
 ���$ ه'ا أ%$ #"!  أ�8% 7�ی  555 أو#. و %23 ه1 ه'ا -,+�ن -0/.-,+�ن (�3> ;:$  %,0�%  دی=robe ,dress 23% و 

8%��ال A 555$ ا%@3> دیC ��� "+DE/F$ أ��ن یGE$ أ+,- H/آ Jه'اك ا%@$ أ%$ ه1 ;.ی L/GFME/1ی> ,  آN $%ي أPأ

Q"�� دی.R ه3'ا -S�� ;.اض 555 یGE$ ;.اض 2C ا%UXام و 2C VF:+A 2C ا%1ا%Uة أZه $D[ م�Z3% 555 \!M%ا $:; $:; 

�"[/2 =1ی  ;:$ ا%/Uه- 1�� آ/13G . �G2 هC راسU%8 ال 555 ا/A 8 ا%!,/,  و/A555V`D%ا $D[  ی�7 $��... A R/8 س,/,  (

 �GS% $D[  ,/,!%2 اC دي�b 1ه $GEیcGM%ا $A  ��� آLDG ... و آC ا%:1ن $A $Gت�FM; $%7  أ�ا%!,/,  و ا%Uراس 555 ا%`

� ا%1ا%UةS7  أ%$ دارت�� و %23 ا%`SD/e"555 ه'ا ا%+.ز �C شh" VGآ ���ی2 آ,  و A$ ا#GDFM; .i$ یGE$ ه'ا ا%+.ز أ

�مZ3% $A و �/Gو ه �Gا%+.ز ه ...L%ت+1ا �C م�Z3% ةU[و L��� آC $GEی , $GEي ه1ی�7 �S�# UX%ا U[ 1M/آ ,  %�0,%

 8%�� -:V ه'ا ا%+.زun robe;:$ =3> ;:$ =3> دیZ/555 ه'ا آ  ,�Gو ه U/:" ل��N 1SA j/X.ز دی 8GC 1قA  ... 2ی�555 آ

�)�G2 هC  ,/,!%ا $��ف, D3% 2C �GC .$GFME7  أ%$ ت�`%�A8/A   L:1یN �C ح و�� C.تS/A n`D7  أ%$ ه$ آ�[ o�ه1 ا

� "V/e 555 و -0/.Z/ك آ.`D��UXر  $GEل, ی�7�ي %`U دی $GEی , cE3%ل 555 ا� e:FA100 $A  أ%$ . و #"!�e:" 8EC R دی

�ن -0/. ت:e/:" 555 8EC nF  أ%$ آED+/8 و]D[ $n"# , U$ آ13Dن C  .GE/A.اآ@/ 100+,X%ن ا�2C ا#]!2 أ%$ آ

�GSA 2![أ%$ ه$ أ  /%�ZM%0$ اr@%أي ا.%  F!G%�"  $=�C  7��=$ D3A100 $A 100@1ف أن ا%`C ی  وU/:X100 ت 

 $A100  0.ی; U[ال 555 و U[8 و/+E0.ي یE%ي و اU/:XD%2 ا/" �C sMZ%13/3ن ذاك اA.uأآ  /%�ZM%ا . V:- �Z/ه'ا آ 

� ;UGوش ا%H:DrC .cX ;:$ ا#i. و ه1 -0/.C 8��ن آ/13ن H:DrC ;:$ ا%hM"  أ+,X%ب ... ا�/M%ا Lدرت �C و ه'ا

cGM%ا $A ,ت�"�!GC $A 8!F:ت ./eA  X�s%ا $A nF:Dآ �C ب و�/M%ا L��3ZA . $=�C رع��دي تr.ج %@b VGا%$ آ

�ن+,X%�� h7"  و إ, "C{ی nF:دی2ت�E%1ای| ا`% �C .    

 
 
English translation: 

 
What I am wearing is another kuftan, but it is a short one. Its cut looks like a dress but it 
is in the form of kuftan. This is because I personally do not like clothes that are loose, 
wider and long, so I asked my mother to make it tighter. The sleeves are very tight in the 
upper part and wider in the lower part. The edges of the sleeve are decorated. It also has 
decorations along the dress as well as on the sides. What I really like about this dress is 
the embroideries and the fact that the sleeves are not too long. Also, I like the fact that its 
cut is in the form of a dress. The embroideries are handmade. The other thing that I like 
very much about it is the fact that one feels very comfortable when wearing it, it is not 
very long and one can easily move when wearing it. It is short – it is only ankle-length. I 
am wearing it with a belga1, which is from Marrakech. It is recommended that one wear a 
                                                 
1 Belga: Traditional Moroccan closed-toe sandals 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


belga when wearing a short kuftan; it gives it a special look. Personally, I like the 
mixture: it is not 100% traditional and not 100% modern; this makes the clothes look 
special and beautiful. As I said, this kuftan is different from the other ones because it is 
shorter, it does not have a hood and it does not have pockets. The kuftan is not worn 
when going out; it is only for special celebrations. When people are going out, they were 
the jalaba or normal clothing.  
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